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Abstract:
The surge impedance of transmission-line towers is very important in the design of electric
transmission lines. The surge impedance has similar effect as a resistance in direct current circuits.
Large surge impedance implies large voltage between the terminals determined by Ohm’s law. When
designing transmission lines, engineers need to estimate the surge impedance of the tower in order to
estimate voltage of the tower top when the top is struck by lightning carrying huge currents. The large
voltage at the tower top causes flush-over phenomena from the tower arm to the transmission lines.
Eventually, travelling wave carrying huge electric power penetrates into substations and damages
various equipment such as transformers. Finally, there is electric blackout on a large scale.
In 1934, C. A. Jordan proposed a formula to calculate the surge impedance of transmission-line
towers. The formula is well known, has been cited even in textbooks, and has been used by many
researches and engineers for over 50 years. However, the formula is erroneous. Where did C. A.
Jordan make a mistake? In this talk, we derive the formula and identify the mistake made.
Furthermore, we provide the correction and a slightly better approximation by taking into account the
structure of the transmission-line tower.
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